and heights were stipulated for new buildings at Pariser Platz, and historic parceling was simulated for mixed-use buildings along Friedrichstrasse and to some extent on Unter den Linden. Still to come are a reduction of the width of Leipziger Strasse (from six to four lanes) Fig. 1 Aerial view of the Palast and the surrounding area. The 190 m long building, placed 180' to the former palace footprint, marks a sequence of open spaces moving east from Marx-Engels-Platz at the foot of Unter den Linden to the Marx-Engels-Forum, the 1 969 TV tower, and Alexanderplatz. Wrapped in a marble base, the Palast's rear elevation makes contact with the Spree in a lateral walkway and boat landing, directly engaging the island site in a manner unusual for modernist buildmgs. Although plans for Marx-Engels-Platz never progressed past the stage of parking lot, it has proven to be an excellent outdoor space for carnivals, performance art, volleyball matches, attracting large crowdsthe kind of public entertainments so often promoted today in city centers. and a return to the "historic" footprint of Alexanderplatz, albeit with high-rise towers springing from 1 2-story blocks. Much of this work is done in the name of repairing areas left open by the ruptures of war and subsequent reconstruction, when damaged landmarks were cleared away and replaced by modernist slabs and pavilions during the CDR era.
The strategy, now dubbed Nachverdichtung (infill or densification), was used rather selectively in the early years after unification to justify decisions to demolish a number of CDR structures.' Butless in response to popular will than to politics or economicssome decisions were revoked almost as quickly as they were made, and not all of the reasons have been voiced openly. These reversals also concerned plans for demolishing the Palast in 1993, which were suspended after the government retracted plans to redevelop the site for its own uses. The confusion caused the Bundestag budget committee to put off until 1 998 the dispersal of funds allocated years earlier for the removal of the asbestos coating its massive steel girders, a necessary precaution regardless of whether the Palast is demolished or refurbished. Though scores of proposals have been made, there are no definite plans for building's renovation once the process is complete.
The main factors holding the Palast in limbo are more concerned with immaterial contamination: its architecture, with bronze-tinted mirrored glass typical of the mid-seventies and decidedly out of favor; its past service as a "people's palace" in a totalitarian regime; and its partial occupation of the footprint of the Schloss. Thus, to many people, it is redolent of the combined worst excesses of modernism and communism. For obverse (and equally subjective) reasons, the reconstruction of the Schloss, demolished in 1950 by the East German State, became particularly attractive in the conflicted post-Wall era. Its neoclassical facades, now finding praise as the epitome of Berlinische Architektur, its over 300-year history as the anchor of the city center; and, frankly, its link to the Wilhelmine eraa time that was not exactly a model of democracy but relatively stable in contrast to the more troubled times of Weimar, the Nazi regime, or the years of division. 
Francesca Rogier
The illusion of stability and wholeness in the Schloss image seems to hold the greatest appeal for Berliners in the west, regardless of party line. A sense of wrongful loss at the hands of a communist regime magnified the illusion, adding an aura of innocence based on temporal neutrality. The feeling was powerful enough to sustain a false opposition in the Spreeinsel debate for some time, as if it were a choice between two existing buildings. In reality, the decision is between an expensive and indeterminate reconstruction of a richly ornamented, 700-room palace that evolved over centuries but no longer exists (except for its foundations), and for which there is no civic or state function and thus no public financing; or a barely twenty year old building, in need of asbestos removal and more repair with each day of disuse.
Few dare to cite, much less defend, the architectural or spatial qualities of Craffunder's building. But doing so inevitably brings out reminders of the Cold War that are sometimes amusing and always interesting. Following the destruction of the Schloss, development on the Spreeinsel .evolved from a proposal for a central state office tower, planned in the late fifties but never realized. An oblong pavilion was proposed for the site across the river in the sixties by Hermann Henselmann.2 A team led by Hans Craffunder later adapted the idea to the Spreeinsel, completing the building in 1 976.
Unlike the Reichstag, the Palast's role as parliament was secondary from the start. It was conceived as a kind of national community center, or Volkshaus, and a vast performance hall, which seats up to 5,000, takes up most of the interior. Built with state of the art sound technology and a movable stage and seating, it can be adapted for anything from symphonies to boxing matches or dramatic plays. Dozens of paintings and sculptures were specially commissioned for the building; a steel and crystal "flower" sculture stands in its center. On its completion in 1 976, the hauntingly familiar architecture of the Palast, which speaks the vocabulary of seventies high modernism with a slight "East Bloc" accent, was an object of ridicule and scorn in West Berlin-though somewhat hypocritically, since the city's other half was by no means free of such glitz. In East Berlin, with characteristically ironic humor, it was dubbed "Erich's Lamp Shop" for the glass globes crowding the ceiling of its vast lobby. It was also called the Palazzo Prozzi and the Ballast der Republik, underscoring its function as ideological showcase.
Yet the strategy at work herelong clean lines, simple massing, light but permanent materials, plazas with wide, open planes, and the integration of the fine arts -was employed in civic centers around the world. In fact, the Palast can arguably be placed within the genre of centers of national culture that includes the Kennedy Center and Aalto's Finlandia Hall, both built in the mid-seventies. It clearly harks back to the notion of a "New Monumentality" put forward in 1943 by Sigfried Ciedion to guide modern architecture's expansion from the sphere of social housing and factories into the realm of representation and civic space. 3 But in the face of the political stigma of the GDR, such commonalities may be irrelevant. subjugating a weaker one, yet there is often a latent fear The CDR was always a specter of "the other German as thief of one's own potential identity."5 After the two mirror-image nations became one, the decadesold German question of political and cultural legitimacy was far from resolved; the unification provoked in the western psyche a re-assertion of the self that took the form of a defensive flight into history. As Andreas Huyssen noted, "the desire for history and memory may be a cunning form of defense," but it brings serious consequences for the capital, if not the nation as a whole. 6 The defensive stance of hesitant planners, who desire the security offered by history, brought about a condition of stagnation rather than evolution in the first generation of post-Wall projects. They singularly failed to grasp the potential for creative design unification presented, and thus were unable to address, through planning and architecture, the difficult political, social, and economic dilemmas it unleashed.^T a persistent group of historians, MPs, and dissenting jurors. They argued that without it the Reichstag was incomplete, a fragment that could not fully express the stability of the democratic institution it would now house. Foster had to exchange his domeless first prize design from 1993 (Fig. 6 ), a gigantic flat canopy supported above the entire Reichstag on huge columns, or risk losing the commission altogethers It may have been that without Christo's wrapping project, which momentarily released the Reichstag from the burden of history, Foster would have been forced to execute a historic replica. Certainly his idea of a roof terrace open to the public until late evening would have been more difficult to bring about had it not taken place. This event stirred post-Wall Berlin from its mesmerization with the past like no other; after years of lobbying, the two-week project took place in the brief interlude between the gutting of the building and the start of renovation. Many understood the wrapping as a way to redeem the building's murky past, a symbolic cleansing prior to its re-dedication as the new parliament, central to re-asserting the identity of the German nation. But others saw it as much more: the silvery shroud suspended the search for national identity just as it suspended time, place, and even everyday commercial- As landmarks from very different architectural periods corresponding to very different political contexts, the Reichstag, the Schloss, and the Palast have seemingly little in common. But they clearly share the experience of moving in and out of visibility as historic events change the filters of public perception, a function of their intimate and problematic relationship to national identity. Their interrelation is therefore worthy of deeper consideration. The Schloss no longer exists as a physical object, yet it exerts a phenomenal power as an image. This is largely because a group of people have invested it with the right to signify not I oem DeucscHen volkc _L == ' -II III --«-----iwr I --ir--=sonly the city but the German peoplea role denied to the Palast, which doubtless represents "the other German as thief of one's own potential identity." Nor is this role granted to any work of contemporary architecture. They do not seem troubled by the classic question of preservation and reconstructionwhether, even if a "faithful reconstruction" were possible, a Schloss replica would (or should) hold the same power as the original object. And surprisingly little weight is given to the fact that the Palast and the space it overlooks are still part of active memory for a large segment of the population; very few living Berliners can claim this of the Schloss. Fig. 7 In search of a contemporary expression for the dome rather than a replica of the "Kaiser's helmet, " Foster spent a year working out over forty variations. The outcome is a skeletal steel cage clad in transparent glass, armed with a rotating solar reflector, that strikes an amazingly graceful balance with the solid mass of the building.
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What is even more fascinating is that the Berlin administration recently gave an official nod to a half-replica of the Schloss, a simulated fragment placed before (or grafted onto) the Palast." In the absence of a public use for the building, the hybrid scheme must be financed by private developers, but, provided some could be found, they would almost certainly demand state subsidy and would still utilize it primarily as commercial space: a downtown shopping mall or possibly an exclusive hotel. Does the fact that such an idea is taken seriously attest to the amazing power of the Schloss image, which is more powerful than it was when the Hohenzollern emperors lived there? Or is this apparent power a more basic expression of the desire for a national symbol? Since Germans of all backgrounds have strong reservations about any form of nationalism, the suggestion might be troubling. Yet whether it is deemed appropriate, out-of-date, or immoral, this desire is very persistent. It is manifested in the new rituals and celebrations that regularly press the Brandenburg Gate into service. And so it is indicative that since its re-inauguration into public life, public events are now increasingly taking place on the steps of the Reichstag.
In fact, the overwhelmingly positive reception of Foster's Reichstag project may dislodge the stalemate between the Palast and the Schloss.
Escaping the often mundane state of historic reconstruction, it deploys a dynamic symbolic and spatial relation between capital city and statetwo historically hostile entities. The panorama opening up from the spiraling promenades takes in, as Der Spiegel qu\ck\y registered, both "the whole of unhealable German history" and the spaces in flux: the Though the Reichstag's transformation focused a great amount of public attention, its success was virtually unanticipated in Berlin's Planungskultur. Few seemed willing to invest in either its architectural or symbolic potential. The Schlossplatz has been the primary site of contestation in the post-Wall "battle for the German soul" among different projections of "golden moments of the past."'^But the significance of Reichstag's rebirthfor which Christo's project doubtless played spiritual midwifehas already been registered in the national media.
Der Spiegel reported last summer that provincial and cynical Berlin is moving into a new era of dynamism. It proclaimed with a certain sense of relief that "German democracy is clearly expressed in the Reichstag" and that its new dome is now "the symbol of the Berliner Republik."''' '^"Labor der Zukunft," Der Spiegel (September 6, 1999), pp. 34-38. ' 3 Jane Kramer, "Designs on Berlin," New Yorker (July 6, 1999), p. 55.
'''
Der Spiegel (Septemher b, 1999) .
When the understanding that the Reichstag has greater symbolic potential than the Schloss fully percolates through the local planning scene, the Schlossplatz may finally be liberated from the grip of false opposition. With the ghost of the Schloss laid to rest, it may even be possible to rework the Palast der Republik in the same spirit in which the Reichstag transcended its difficult history. For nearly half of its short existence, the Palast has silently entered the memory of a new generation as bronze backdrop to a remarkable parade of events and objects, from Christmas carnivals and music performances to volleyball matches on sand and giant New Age pyramids. If the Spreeinsel's representational function as civic and national space can now be reopened to interpretation, other buildings could be added to the site which are not bound to the Schloss footprint. Before it is "unwrapped" from its inner skin of asbestos, it is high time to rethink the Palast der Republik, allowing room for play, the unexpected, and the new.
